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A new shonen sensation in Japan, this series features Monkey D. Luffy, whose main ambition is to

become a pirate. Eating the Gum-Gum Fruit gives him strange powers but also invokes the fruit's

curse: anybody who consumes it can never learn to swim. Nevertheless, Monkey and his crewmate

Roronoa Zoro, master of the three-sword fighting style, sail the Seven Seas of swashbuckling

adventure in search of the elusive treasure "One Piece."
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Eiichiro Oda began his manga career at the age of 17, when his one-shot cowboy manga Wanted!

won second place in the coveted Tezuka manga awards. Oda went on to work as an assistant to

some of the biggest manga artists in the industry, including Nobuhiro Watsuki, before winning the

Hop Step Award for new artists. His pirate adventure One Piece, which debuted in Weekly Shonen

Jump magazine in 1997, quickly became one of the most popular manga in Japan.

I was skeptical about getting this period but friend said I may like it so I decided to give it a go. And

I'm glad I did! This was a really funny start I'm expecting it to get even better. I like the characters

and the story. Can't wait to get the next book.

Bought the first 3 volumes to see if I like One Piece. I LOVED IT.

Let me start out by saying that the story of Monkey D. Luffy's epic quest to become King of the



Pirates is one of the most captivating and exhilarating tales I have ever had the privilege of allowing

to penetrate my consciousness. Eiichiro Oda is a genius.That being said, the translation is less than

perfection, but I'm not going to dwell on that lest I go into geek rage mode.The kindle formatting was

not too shabby. I was actually able to read it on my phone's kindle app without any trouble.All in all,

a decent product.

I've loved this manga and been following it since the day it starts showing up on the manga sites.

I've been a pirated reader for years due to lack of available quality publications and pocket change.

But I've always yearn to support the manga and Oda-sensei.So now I'm on a quest to purchase

every volume of One Piece available. I will be buying 2 or 3 books a month and hopefully I will be

able to catch up in couple of years.

I already keep up with the story in its current weekly Jump release but I decided to buy the Kindle

Versions and start from Ch. 1. One Piece is an amazing adventure with lovable characters and a

plot that will grab your interest and continue to grow. It does take a while for the action to start

getting really good, but take it from someone who knows the entire series: it's worth getting into.

There's a reason the manga has had 17 years and ~760 individual chapters :)

Very entertaining introduction for me into the world of Manga. I really loved the larger than life

characters like Monkey B Luffey and his friends, Roronoa Zoro, and their adventures on the high

seas.Highly recommended for people who like funny, action packed adventure stories and want to

experience the world of top-quality Manga.

One Piece is incredible. I don't usually read manga, but with this series, I'm hooked! Lots of action

and cheeky humor.Unfortunately, the translators incorrectly renamed a character (Zolo is actually

supposed to be Zoro), but otherwise, the manga is perfect. Definitely recommend this series!

Great fun. There's a reason this manga is so popular. The adventure of Luffy and his unlikely mates

is engaging and funny. I'm already on to Vol 2 and the story of Buggy the Clown and Nami.
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